[Implementation of the "Digital Pathology in Diagnostics" guideline : Support systems and their functionality].
The "Digital Pathology in Diagnostics - Assessment of Digital Images" guideline describes the technical and legal framework under which the use of this digital technology is justifiable for the individual pathologist. The focus is on conducting a validation study, defining minimum requirements for the generation and management of whole slide images, and ensuring the functionality and quality of the virtual microscopy solution used. By establishing a special web-based service, supportive services can be provided to assist the pathologist in the introduction of virtual microscopy and quality assurance. Presentation of the Digitale-Pathologie.de server and description of its services in the context of the guideline. In the context of several scanner contests at the Charité in Berlin, as well as with the introduction of virtual microscopy in practice, many experiences were collected, which will be presented systematically. Essentially, this will provide support for the application of the guideline in practice. The following fields are discussed: implementation of the guideline recommendations, planning and evaluation of the validation study, and ensuring the correct color calibration of the slide scanner being used. Via the Digitale-Pathologie.de server, the possibility for self-monitoring and anonymously benchmarking will be offered. For example, errors in setup can be detected quickly and optimal settings can be identified.